
Our company is hiring for a customer research. Please review the list of
responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for customer research

Applying multiple business strategy analysis frameworks and identify market
gaps and opportunities including specific institution sizes to target as sweet
spots, geographical-area prioritization, competitive and integration messages
to highlight and prioritize
Process changes to existing policies process duplicate statements
Process agent appointments, licenses, and terminations commissions and
selling agreements
Lead efforts to enhance customer empathy through insights
Collaborate with partners to develop a Voice of the Customer (VOC) program
of listening, interpreting, reacting and monitoring
Partner with a cross-functional CX team to define and benchmark KPIs that
measure customer satisfaction
The individual will work closely with the head of Customer Experience
Strategy to translate the metrics / data into actionable items to eliminate
customer pain points and help inform the long term roadmap of capabilities
to improve the customer experience
The individual will work closely with the various owners of customer data
from across the enterprise, such as Customer Insights, Marketing, Corporate
Strategy and RFS Data & Analytics
The individual will also be available to assist in ad-hoc strategic work with
various channels / products across RFS
Create, communicate and implement a compelling vision for Market Research
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Qualifications for customer research

A fantastic data analyst
Recommend appropriate research methodologies and work with vendors on
implementation
Create insightful reports with strategic recommendations
Knowledge of SAS or SQL would be an asset but not required
Collaborate with product, technology, brand, and business teams to deliver a
cohesive and engaging customer experience throughout the digital
ecosystem
5+ years of experience designing and delivering experiences for smart phone
and tablet on iOS, Android, and Windows platforms demonstrated
understanding of current technologies powering leading mobile experiences


